RANDOM
EVENTS

Economic Trend +1
Breakthrough in turbine engine technology.
Double value of previous investment in
battleship design research, up to a maximum
of three steps
Franco meets Ribbentrop for secret talks.
Spain: 2
Fascist-Iron Guard joint convention a
success.
Rumania: 1
Britain supports Greek aspirations.
Greece: 1
French experts provide assistance to
Bulgarian wine producers.
Bulgaria: 1
Former Czarist officers purged.
One Russian infantry unit purged
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Liquid fuel rocket engine valves perfected.
Double value of previous investment in rocket
research, up to a maximum of three steps
Luftwaffe leaders propose assistance to
Spanish counterparts.
Spain: 1
Clandestine Italian-Russian trade
negotiations undermine League embargos.
Russia: 1
Oxford sponsors Greek scholarships.
Greece: 1
Surplus French 75s sold to Bulgarian
military.
Bulgaria: 1
Leningrad garrison purged.
One Russian infantry unit purged
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Improvements in airplane engine endurance.
Double value of previous investment in
air range research, up to a maximum
of three steps
Swedish-German negotiations about iron
ore supplies in the event of war.
Sweden: 1
Mussolini and Stalin meet in Crimea.
Russia: 1
1940 “ethnically consistent border
adjustments” for Hungary.
Hungary: 1
France and Czechoslovakia renew
defensive treaty.
Czechoslovakia: 2
Purge of “untrustworthy foreign
Communist frauds” initiated.
Russian diplomacy prohibited
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Economic Trend -1
Magnetron design problems solved.
Double value of previous investment in radar
research, up to a maximum of three steps
Negotiations on possibility of Turkish
workers coming to Germany.
Turkey: 1
Mussolini approves military aid to
Spanish rebels.
Spain: 2
Foreign Office urges Little Entente to
moderate military preparations.
Hungary: 1
French Army places large arms order.
Czechoslovakia: 2
Comintern purged.
Russian diplomacy prohibited
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Economic Trend -2
Atom split.
Atomic research permitted; double value
of previous investment in atomic research,
up to a maximum of three steps
Gestapo leaders meet secretly with
Ustashi secret police.
Yugoslavia: 1
Italian “volunteers” permitted to
go to Spain.
Spain: 2
Britain guarantees Polish territorial
integrity.
Poland: 2
Daladier in Prague for military talks.
Czechoslovakia: 1
Corruption of Russian foreign
service exposed.
Russian diplomacy prohibited
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Economic Trend +2
Albanian landowners reach
accommodation with Italy.
Albania: 1
Hitler orders partial mobilization.
Activate one unit at no cost
Fascist militia given official status.
Activate one unit at no cost
Government responds to naval scare.
One British ship accelerates two
spaces at no cost
Shipyard workers agree to six-day week.
All French ships accelerate one space
at no cost
Stalin co-opts Red Army resistance.
Russian support level: + (max. +3)
+ for military builds and research.
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Economic Trend +1
Plebiscite in Austria
heavily favors Anschluss.
Austria: 2
Waffen SS lowers standards.
Activate one unit at no cost
Military budget surplus.
Activate one unit at no cost
American techniques pioneered.
All British ships accelerate one
space at no cost
French shipbuilding program alarming.
One French ship accelerates two
spaces at no cost
Increased funding for Red Air Force.
Russian support level: + (max. +3)
+ for air builds and research.
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Belgium draws closer to France.
Belgium: 1

SA units incorporated into army.
Activate one unit at no cost
Mussolini authorizes additional units.
Activate one unit at no cost
Imperial tariff agreements ratified.
British national income: +2
Public subscription for naval construction
successful.
Lay down one ship at no cost
Stalin confers with security officials.
Russian support level: + (max. +3)
+ for intelligence research
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Bulgaria strengthens ties with Germany.
Bulgaria: 1
Unions voluntarily assign pension funds
to naval construction.
Lay down one ship at no cost
Fascist Party coordinates drive for an
additional battleship.
Lay down one ship at no cost
Budget windfall assigned to naval
construction.
Lay down one ship at no cost
Surge in military production.
Activate one unit at no cost
Austrian Communist Party cooperates
with socialists in opposing fascism.
Austria: 1
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Economic Trend -1
British cultural contacts
with Bulgaria increased.
Bulgaria: 1
Industrialists confer with government.
Factory conversion cost -2
State planning facilitates war preparations.
Factory conversion cost -2
Labor unrest in Midlands.
Factory conversion cost +2
Anarchists disrupt production.
Factory conversion cost +2
Red Air Force weaknesses exposed.
Russian support level: -1
Offset by air builds and research.
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